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December 24th, 2019 Latin lineus “made of linen” or as the conjugation of the Latin noun for line because of the thread like shape of the animal Whether the introduction of the genus Lineus close to a century 99 years after the birth of Linné was or was not a coincidence remains uncertain

Franciscan Miscellany ISAAC OF NINEVEH Liber De
November 17th, 2019 Franciscan Miscellany ISAAC OF NINEVEH Liber De Contemptu Mundi Eight Long Lines F 125 Copied In A Quick Gothic Noting Hand By Another Scribe Nineveh By The Patriarch Gee 660 680 But Retired After Only Five Months To Live As A Hermit Attached To The Monastery Of Rabban Shabor

'Latin Amer Miscellany Wistfulosophy
November 25th, 2019 Latin Amer Miscellany Latino Literature An Introduction October 12 2019 October 13 2019 Laura Leave A Ment I've Been Meaning To Add Literature To My Virtual Latin American Journey Given The Current State Of The U S Border Issues'

Robbie J
with changelings a double or otherwise cause’

Paul's Miscellany
November 29th, 2019
Paul's Miscellany All photographs by Paul M Clayton unless The boat has a long and checkered heritage The boat was built in Scotland in 1949 and worked as a North Sea trawler Then she ended up in the Virgin Islands for a few years before being purchased in 2012 by a young couple with big plans to make her into a beautiful live aboard’
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